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der Offnung ist, ist der Fehler schon in 7' Ahstand vom 
Zentrum hemerkbar und hat den oben angegebenen Wert an 
den Ecken eines Quadrats von 25 '  Seite. Eine andere sehr 
storende Fehlerquelle ist der EinfluiS einer Fokusanderung 

besonders beim Reflektor. Bei zwei 90" voneinander ah- 
stehenden Aufnahmen derselben Gegend waren wegen Fokus- 
anderung auf der ersten Aufnahme die hellen Sterne um om5 
heller, die schwachen um om5 schwacher als auf der zweiten. 

In order to support the hypothesis that canals, etc., 
etc., do not exist on Mars the statement by M. Antoniadi 
has just appeared in the Nachrichten, No. 4427, that the 
photographs of Mars taken in America at the last opposition 
do not show the poiar cap to be brighter than the conti- 
nental regions, from which it is argued that its irradiation 
could not swamp any dark border the cap might have and 
that therefore the dark border was non-existent. -4s this is 
a misstatement of the facts I send you a positive of these 
photographs') i n  which any eve can see that the polar cap 
is brighter than the ,continents* and actually irradiates in 
consequence beyond the confines of the disk. This irrzdi- 
ation which is apparent to the eye prevents the narrow dark 
border of the cap from showing by swamping it in irradi- 
ation glare. Any theory must be built up on facts - not 
the facts denied in order to support a previously conceived 
theory. It may also be stated that in as much as the light 
by which these photographs were taken was in consequrnce 
of the screen used practically that from 5400 to 5800 with 
its maximum at 5600, it was substantially all concentrated 
in the yellow of the spectrum. The  light was that of the 
continents which are of this color. The polar cap on the 
other hand, which is white., had its bluer radiations cut off 

A new star, whose approximate position is 
RA. = 1 7 ~ 5 2 ~ 1 5 ~  1)ecl. = -27O32.'3 (1875) 

by the screen and did not therefore show as bright rela- 
tively as in reality it was. 

We do  not know from what photographs M. Antoniadi 
may have got his impression. It is always possible to print 
or positive a negative so bright that the eye finds difficulty 
in distinguishing between the values of the lights. The  only 
safe way is to judge from a print dark enough for the 
values to disclose themselves. One would have thought, 
however, that to any observer of the planet the surpassing 
brilliancy of its polar caps compared with its bright areas 
must be instantly perceptible. 

July 2 7 ,  1910. Perczval Lowell .  

Aus gleichem AnlaD sendet Herr R. Jo'ancRheem der 
Redaktion folgende Mitteilung : 

Depuis la publication de mes resultats A. N. 4363 et 
4398 Monsieur Antoniadi observe une bande b l a n c h e  en- 
tourant la calotte polaire australe (B. S. A. F. 1910 p. 3 2 ,  
quatre figures) contrairement a tout ce qui avait ete fait 
jusqu'h cette epoque. En  detruisant ainsi, sur ses dessins, 
la possibilitk d'une bande sombre irreguliere et reelle, Mon- 
sieur Antoniadi detruit, en m6me temps, son hypothkse d'un 
effet subjectif et de contraste. Rcbert JancRheere. 

than the twelfth magnitude and one plate shows stars of the 
fifteenth magnitude, or fainter. An observation by Leon 

I )  Die iihersandte Photographie ist nicht reproduziert, tla die auf Tafd 2 in A. N. Erg.-Heft 17 gegebenen Aufnahmen, wenn auch 
nicht ganz so deutlich, dasselhe zuxn Ausdruclc bringen. Red. 

Telescopes between March 2 1 ,  1910 and June 10, 1910. 
T h e  magnitude has been estimated as varying from 7m8 to 
8m6, between these dates. The  spectrum is quite faint but 
shows the bright hydrogen lines Hj3, H y ,  H d ,  HE, Ug, and 
H$, with a trace of Hy as dark on the edge of greater 
wavelength of the bright line H y .  The star does not appear 
o n  seventeen photographs, taken between July 23, 1889 and 
October 7,  1909, although most of them show stars fainter 

Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Mass., 
1910 Oct. 4. E. C. Pickeriq-.  

1910 Ottobre 1 5  Grandezza 1om4 

1910.0 17 54 26.28 - 2 7  32 52.1 

1815.0 17h52m14!37 - 2 T Q  32'3Ir7 

riferita a GZ 1 7 ~ 3 5 1 2  e 3 5 3 2 .  B. n/fiZfoseuich. 

A new Variable or a Nova 97.1910 Cygni. 
A star whose position is I Aug. 7,  10, and 1 2 ;  and does not appear on three later _ _  

plates taken on 1910 Aug. 17, 19, and 26 respectively.") 
The  position is deduced from the mean of the three RA. = 19~49~55501 Decl. = +36"46'57!'4 1900.0 

.appears on three photographs taken by me with the Sheeps- 
hanks Equatorial of the Cambridge Observatory on 1909 

early plates, and is referred to the four stars 8796, 8805, 
8815, and 8828 of the Lund AG Zone Catalogue. 

") Die beiden Aufnahrnen Nr. 919 und gzo  von 1896 J u l i  1 3  der Po ph enthalten den Stern nicht. Red 




